T R Johnston Scholarship

**Code:**
259

**Faculty:**
Business School

**Applicable study:**
BCom(Hons) or MCom majoring in Accounting

**Closing date:**
By nomination

**Tenure:**
1 year

**For:**
Assistance

**Number on offer:**
1

**Offer rate:**
Annually

**Value:**
Up to $500

**Description**

The Scholarship was established in 1981 by Emeritus Professor T R Johnston.

The purpose of this Scholarship is to recognise and reward the student enrolled in a Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) or Master of Commerce in Accounting who achieved the highest grade point average in Stage III Accounting courses.

**Selection process**

- Nomination is made to the Scholarships Office
- The Scholarship is awarded by the University of Auckland Council on the recommendation of the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance.

**Regulations**

1. The Scholarship will be known as the T R Johnston Scholarship.
2. One Scholarship will be awarded annually and will be of the value of $500.
3. The Scholarship will be awarded to the student enrolled full-time in a Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) or Master of Commerce in Accounting who achieved the highest GPA in Accounting courses undertaken at Stage III level in the year (or years) preceding the award.
4. The Scholarship will be awarded by the University of Auckland Council on the recommendation of the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance.
5. The Scholarship shall be paid in one lump sum upon awarding.
6. The University of Auckland Council will not be bound to award the Scholarship if in any year there is no candidate of sufficient merit.
7. In the event of a tie, the Scholarship may be shared.
8. The University of Auckland Council may vary these regulations from time to time on the recommendation of the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance.
9. No application for consideration for this Scholarship is required.